BriefCam® Video Synopsis® Technology Integration

BriefCam Video Synopsis is a patented technology that enables Rapid Video Review by summarizing hours of video surveillance recordings into a short “brief” which takes only minutes to view. Users can pinpoint events of interest, reach targets quickly and derive greater value from recorded video.

BriefCam Syndex® - Fully Embedded Within Security Center

BriefCam Syndex provides Video Synopsis functionality as an integral part of the Security Center environment, enabling users to create a short summary video that allows operators to rapidly review long recordings in order to quickly locate events of interest and accelerate investigation.

An hour of video can be reviewed in a minute through BriefCam Syndex’s easy to use interface, which is embedded directly within Security Center using a custom Task.

Each event is time-stamped to further increase video review efficiency. Along with a powerful set of tools for fast video review, operators can search the basic Video Synopsis according to parameters that they define: size, color, speed, area of interest/exclusion and direction. Like a search engine, BriefCam Syndex ranks the Video Synopsis results in order by probability – from highest to lowest – ensuring that the most relevant events of interest are presented first.

Indoor Camera Synopsis ▼

Each event is displayed in parallel, with timestamps enabling easy review and access to the original video.

BriefCam Syndex Embedded Within Security Center ▼

BriefCam’s embedded task provides operators with a seamless Rapid Video Review experience within Security Center.
The BriefCam Video Synopsis Integration Process

BriefCam retrieves archived video from Security Center, presenting events in a convenient, concise, easy-to-view format that is time stamped and indexed back to the original footage.

Version and Ordering Information

- **Version and Compatibility**: BriefCam Syndex is compatible with Security Center Versions 5.1 and above

- **Genetec Part Number**: One GSC-1SDK-BRIEFCAM-VSEnterpriseS license per BriefCam server connected to Security Center. One GSC-1SDK-BRIEFCAM-VSEnterpriseC license per Security Desk client.

About BriefCam

BriefCam’s Video Synopsis is an award-winning technology that summarizes hours of events into a “brief” enabling rapid video review. Users reach targets quickly and efficiently, deriving maximum value from their video.